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Abstract8

In the satellite overall design phase, it is a crucial step to perform satellite layout design9

to guarantee that the aggregation of electronic components can operate normally and stably in10

an appropriate temperature environment. In order to handle the satellite payload placement11

problem of the DongFangHong 4 (DFH-4) platform, the heat pipe-constrained component lay-12

out optimization (HCLO) problem is proposed with the HCLO model formulated. Through13

careful investigation, it can be divided into two optimization subproblems that can be solved14

subsequently. Based on the divide-and-conquer strategy, an (integer linear programming) ILP-15

assisted two-stage layout optimization method is proposed. In stage one, component-heat pipe16

distribution optimization is performed using the ILP technique so that specific heat pipes occu-17

pied by each component can be determined and the horizontal movement range of components18

can be reduced. In stage two, the detailed component layout optimization is investigated to19

obtain the final positions of components. First, the sequence layout sampling (SeqLS) method20

is used to generate one non-overlap initial layout. Next, swap operation between components21

is incorporated to reduce the centroid deviation. Finally, sequential quadratic programming22

(SQP) search is conducted based on the generated promising initial layout solutions. There-23

fore, the SeqLS-based heuristic layout search algorithm is proposed in the second stage. Two24

layout test cases, including 15 components and 90 components, respectively, are investigated25

to demonstrate the validity and efficacy of the proposed layout design method. Experimen-26

tal results show that it is promising to apply such a two-stage approach for satellite payload27

placement in engineering.28

Keywords: satellite payload placement; heat pipe-constrained component layout optimization;29

integer linear programming (ILP); non-overlapping constraint30

1 Introduction31

During the satellite overall design phase, satellite layout design plays a crucial role in determining32

its on-orbit performance and functionality and avoiding design failure. The aim of satellite layout33
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design is to arrange proper positions of the electronic components or equipment inside or outside the34

satellite to satisfy various system performance requirements (mass characteristics, thermal control,35

etc.). In engineering practice, it usually takes months for engineers to manually place components36

by trial and error and figure out one feasible layout design scheme that can meet all complex design37

constraints. When the number of components that need to be placed increases, the layout design task38

will become more difficult and time-consuming. In order to accelerate the design process and shorten39

the manufacturing cycle, satellite layout optimization design (SLOD) methods have been developed40

to tackle the satellite layout design problem so that optimization techniques can be incorporated to41

alleviate the design complexity [1, 2].42

In general, the SLOD methodology can be roughly divided into two key stages: modeling and43

optimization. In the modeling stage, problem formulation and geometry modeling are two essential44

basic topics for conducting the subsequent optimization. For problem formulation, there are two45

common types of basic SLOD models concerning mass characteristics and dynamics performance in46

the literature [3, 4]. The first kind of SLOD model was built to minimize the dynamic non-equilibrium47

performance for one self-rotating reentry vessel in 2001 by Teng et al. [3]. After that, Sun and Teng48

[4] took the layout design of an international commercial communication satellite as an example49

and established the commonly used SLOD model, where the moments of inertia of the satellite50

were optimized due to the requirement of attitude control subsystem. It is a classical three-axis51

stabilized satellite layout design model, which has been widely adopted in most researches. Apart52

from the problem formulation, geometric modeling of layout components is the other essential part of53

constructing the entire mathematical model. The purpose of geometric modeling is to deal with the54

non-overlapping constraint between components or between components and the layout domain. It55

demands that not only collision detection can be realized, but also the volume of overlap that might56

happen during optimization can be precisely calculated. In earlier research [2–4], the non-fit polygon57

method was utilized to detect the overlap. However, it is difficult to realize the overlap calculation58

between rotating rectangular components. Hence, an enhanced finite-circle method [1] and the phi-59

function method [5] were proposed, which can easily tackle the non-overlapping constraint between60

more complex geometries. With the aforementioned mathematical modeling, more researches have61

been conducted in developing layout optimization algorithms so that the global optimal placement62

of components can be identified effectively and efficiently. Actually, as a kind of three-dimensional63

(3D) packing problem with complex performance constraints, the SLOD problem is too hard to be64

solved in polynomial time, which is known as NP-hard [6]. To handle this problem, many heuristic65

and meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed to avoid being stuck in the local optimum and66

search for the optimal layout solution, such as quasi-physical quasi-human algorithm [7], nonlinear67

optimization formulation [8], particle swarm optimization [1, 6], differential evolution [9, 10], artificial68

bee colony algorithm [11]. However, these layout search algorithms are problem-dependent, and their69

performance in different layout cases is not consistently good.70

In addition to research based on the basic SLOD model, other vital performance requirements71

should be incorporated into the optimization design, such as the thermal performance [1, 12–15].72

In terms of the layout optimization driven by thermal performance, the temperature simulation73

analysis was directly integrated into the optimization loop for assessing the temperature field of74
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different layout schemes [12]. Despite the precise evaluation, it is a time-consuming process [14,75

15]. Hence, two approximate description methods [13, 14] have been developed to represent the76

uniformity of temperature distribution based on the dissipated power of components. However,77

both approaches are qualitatively assessing thermal performance, which cannot realize the accurate78

temperature control with the layout changing. Consequently, to evaluate the temperature field79

precisely without increasing the computational burden, Chen et al. [16] proposed a deep learning-80

based surrogate modeling method to construct one cheap mapping between the layout and the81

resulting temperature field and replace the numerical simulation during optimization. Experiments82

demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach and showed a great potential of the deep83

neural network surrogate in dealing with the ultra-high dimensional field prediction problem.84

In this paper, considering the deployment of heat pipes used in satellite thermal control sub-85

system, we propose a new SLOD formulation for satellite payload placement in the DongFangHong86

4 (DFH-4) bus, which is summarized as the heat pipe-constrained component layout optimization87

(HCLO) problem. Compared with the former classical SLOD model, more complicated design88

constraints, including the component-heat pipe overlapping constraint and heat pipe dissipation ca-89

pacity constraint, have been combined in this model to restrict components to be placed on top of90

heat pipes so that the generated heat of components can be dissipated outside to the cold space.91

In addition, to solve this new complex layout design task, we employ a divide-and-conquer strategy92

and propose an integer linear programming (ILP)-assisted two-stage layout optimization method. In93

the first stage, an ILP formulation for component-heat pipe distribution optimization is established94

to determine which heat pipe(s) components should be placed on. Next, the detailed component95

layout optimization model is built based on the distribution result of the previous stage, and the96

sequence layout sampling (SeqLS)-based heuristic layout search method is developed to identify the97

final layout design efficiently. It becomes easier to figure out optimal layout solutions by tackling98

two layout subproblems one by one.99

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem statement is100

presented as well as the mathematical model of the HCLO problem. Then the proposed ILP-101

assisted two-stage layout optimization approach is elaborated by introducing the solution for each102

stage clearly in Section 3. In Section 4, two layout cases with different complexity are investigated103

to demonstrate the feasibility and efficacy of the proposed method. Finally, conclusion is draw in104

Section 5.105

2 Problem Description and HCLO model106

In this section, the HCLO problem is firstly introduced, and then the HCLO model is formulated107

with defining proper design variables, layout constraints, and the optimization objective.108

2.1 Problem description109

Driven by the engineering application of determining the optimal satellite payload placement in the110

DFH-4 bus, the HCLO problem is proposed, illustrating a new kind of component layout optimization111
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Figure 1: The illustration of satellite payload placement of DFH-4 bus

problem.112

DFH-4 bus is an international advanced large telecommunications satellite platform for the high113

capacity broadcast, regional mobile communication, etc., aiming for international and domestic114

commercial communication satellite markets.1 With some simplification, a two-dimensional (2D)115

view of bearing boards of DFH-4 satellite payload bay is displayed in Figure 1. There are three116

main boards, including one satellite-towards-Earth (STE) board and two side boards, in this payload117

bay. The plotted Cartesian coordinate system O −XY Z illustrates their spatial relationship. The118

STE board means that this plane always points to Earth when the satellite is flying in its space119

orbit. On this board, antennas are usually installed on the outer surface of the STE board while120

signal receivers or transmitters on its inner surface, as well as some components with low heat-121

generating power. Two side boards, namely the north and south board, are utilized to arrange some122

components with high heat power since most of the generated heat by components is dissipated123

through these two boards outside the satellite. To be more specific, heat is firstly conducted by124

heat pipes embedded in two side boards to their outer surfaces and then radiated to the cold deep125

space (constant at 4K). It is assumed that layout components on the STE board have been placed in126

their right position in advance. Therefore, the task layout problem is established to address how to127

properly arrange the positions of components on the north and south board with meeting satellite128

performance requirements on the heat dissipation and system static stability.129

As shown in Figure 1, this 3D layout task can be simplified to a 2D layout optimization problem130

identifying X and Z coordinates of components on two side boards without considering their spatial131

intrusion with other satellite parts in the Y -axis direction. Each board is divided into two feasible132

layout domains, denoted by red rectangles, where electronic devices (components), represented by133

blue shaded rectangles, are restricted to be placed without any protrusion. The thin green bar134

denotes the heat pipe, which efficiently absorbs the heat generated by components and quickly135

reaches a balanced heat dissipation state. The design requirements on thermal performance and136

1Krebs, Gunter D. “DFH-4 Bus”. Gunter’s Space Page. Retrieved December 22, 2021, from https://space.
skyrocket.de/doc_sat/ch__dfh-4.htm
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mass characteristic for satellite payload placement of DFH-4 are mainly discussed in this paper,137

including:138

• The system centroid of satellite payload bay should approach the expected one or satisfy the139

given specific centroid range.140

• Components are required to overlay on the surface of heat pipes to guarantee that the generated141

heat can be directly dissipated by heat conduction.142

• The total heat power dissipated by every single heat pipe, which depends on components143

covering its surface, cannot exceed its maximum load capacity.144

• The dissipated power over different heat pipes in one board should be balanced, that is, as145

close as possible such that the uniformity of temperature distribution over the entire board146

can be maximized and heat concentration can be avoided.147

Following the aforementioned assumptions, the HCLO problem is defined as one typical layout148

design scenario where the thermal performance based on heat pipes is maximized by optimizing the149

placement of components, simultaneously meeting the static stability constraint.150

2.2 The HCLO model151

The mathematical model of the HCLO problem is constructed in this subsection. Notice that three152

assumptions have been made in advance. First, components are assumed to be rigid cuboids with a153

uniform mass distribution, which means their centroids are coincident with their geometric centers.154

Second, components that are required to be placed on these two side boards have been a priori155

allocated to different layout domains according to some engineering practice. It means that swap156

operation of components between different layout domains is not allowed during optimization. Third,157

components are restricted to be placed orthogonally, and rotation of 90 degrees is also not allowed158

during the optimization. The last two assumptions reduce the design space and thus lower the159

optimization difficulty to some extent. Therefore, this HCLO problem can be established as a 2D160

layout optimization model, which is simply illustrated using Figure 2 without loss of generality.161

2.2.1 Design variables162

For computational convenience, a 2D Cartesian coordinate system O − xy is defined, where x-axis163

is aligned with the horizontal direction and y-axis with the vertical direction. Heat pipes are evenly164

distributed along the x-axis direction to realize better heat transfer and spread heat over the domain165

uniformly. Taking geometric centers as reference points, the placement of components can be easily166

determined using their 2D position coordinates (xi, yi). On the basis of this, design variables of the167

HCLO model can be represented as:168

X = {(xi, yi)|i = 1, 2, ..., Nc} (1)
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Figure 2: The illustration of the heat pipe-constrained component layout optimization (HCLO)
problem

where i denotes the ith component and Nc means the number of components to be placed; X169

represents the component layout scheme, which can uniquely define the placement in their allocated170

layout domain.171

It can be easily concluded that the number of design variables is 2Nc. As the number of compo-172

nents N increases to the magnitude of hundreds, the HCLO problem will become high-dimensional,173

greatly increasing the complexity of the search space and thus the difficulty of identifying its optimal174

solution.175

2.2.2 Layout constraints176

Four types of layout constraints should be satisfied to accommodate satellite thermal performance177

and system mass characteristics: the non-overlapping constraint, system centroid constraint, component-178

heat pipe overlapping constraint, and heat dissipation capacity constraint.179

(1) Non-overlapping constraint180

The non-overlapping constraint, as a basic spatial geometry constraint, demands no overlap181

between different components and between components and the layout domain. The overlap volume182

should be strictly equal to zero to guarantee the feasibility of one layout scheme. Hence, the non-183

overlapping constraint can be expressed as:184

g1(X) =

Nc−1∑
i=0

Nc∑
j=i+1

∆Vij ≤ 0 (2)

where ∆Vij(i, j > 0, i ̸= j) refers to the amount of intersection area between component i and j;185

when i = 0, object i denotes the layout domain and ∆Vij means the amount of protrusion area of186

component j out of the layout domain.187

The overlap area between rectangles placed orthogonally can be easily calculated analytically188

in this case. For more complex geometries, it is an efficient approach to analytically and explicitly189

measure the amount of overlap by distance using the phi-function method [5].190

(2) Static stability constraint191
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Static stability constraint here represents the system centroid constraint, where the mass center192

of satellite payloads along the y-axis direction in the O − xy system (i.e. the X-axis centroid in193

the O−XY Z system) is required to be controlled within its permissible range. In other words, the194

system centroid deviation should be limited in its predefined offset. Note that this constraint can195

also be modeled as the objective that the real y-axis system centroid yc is expected to be as close196

as the expected one. It means that the system centroid error should be minimized. Following its197

definition, we can formulate this constraint as:198

g2(X) = |yc − ye| − δye ≤ 0 (3)

where yc and ye are the real and expected y-axis system centroid, respectively; δye is the maximum199

allowable centroid deviation.200

(3) Component-heat pipe overlapping constraint201

The component-heat pipe overlapping constraint is defined as another geometry constraint, re-202

quiring that the foot area of components must be placed on top of any one or several heat pipes203

horizontally to ensure effective heat conduction. Therefore, in a 2D projection view, components204

should intersect with several bar-shaped heat pipes geometrically. To guarantee a safe assembly205

operation and an efficient heat transfer, the width that is occupied on any one heat pipe by each206

component should be controlled as a larger value than the threshold. The threshold width dhpcom207

is set as the width of the heat pipe in this case, which means that only the situation where the208

component cross over the entire heat pipe can be regarded as one valid heat pipe occupation. Thus,209

this constraint can be represented as:210

g3(X) =

Nc∑
i=1

|max (di, 0)| ≤ 0 (4)

where di denotes the distance away from its nearest heat pipe when component i does not intersect211

with any one heat pipe under the assumption of the valid heat pipe-occupation. This distance is212

analytically calculated using the adjusted phi-function approach as introduced in [5]. As long as213

the component can validly cross over at least one heat pipe, this distance value would maintain214

zero. For example, component 5 in Figure 2, which has a large horizontal length, can readily satisfy215

this constraint under arbitrary placement. Following their mutual relationship, the number of heat216

pipes occupied by one component can only switch between two possible options. However, its value217

depends on its specific position.218

(4) Heat dissipation capacity constraint219

Each heat pipe has its maximum heat dissipation capability, defined as the maximum load power220

Php
max. Heat dissipation capacity constraint describes that the actual total power dissipated by each221

heat pipe cannot exceed its maximum load capacity. The total dissipated power by one heat pipe is222

determined by accumulating the heat power of components that crosses over this heat pipe. When223

the heat generated by one component is dissipated through several heat pipes, that is, one component224

occupies multiple heat pipes simultaneously, it is assumed that the component power is averaged225
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and then added to the real load calculation of each of its occupied heat pipes. Hence, this constraint226

can be written as:227

g4(X) = Php
j =

∑
i∈Hj

Pi/n
hp
i ≤ Php

max ∀j = 1, 2, ..., Nhp (5)

where Php
j is the real load power of the jth heat pipe; Hj represents the set of components that228

occupy the jth heat pipe; Pi and nhp
i denotes the heat power of component i and the number of229

heat pipes occupied by component i, respectively; Nhp is the total number of heat pipes. Note that230

nhp
i varies with the position of component i and should be updated after its movement according to231

the rule of valid heat pipe-occupation. When investigating DFH-4-like cases, heat pipes cross over232

the entire board along the X-axis, that is, two layout domains. The calculation of real heat pipe233

load power should be performed based on the placement of components in these two layout domains234

simultaneously.235

2.2.3 Optimization objective236

Since the layout design goal, in this case, is to improve the uniformity of the temperature field based237

on heat pipes, the optimization objective is set to minimize the maximum real load power of heat238

pipes in one layout board. Thus, the objective can be formulated as:239

f(X) = max
j=1,2,...,Nhp

Php
j (6)

.240

When considering the DFH-4 case involving two side boards, this objective is extended as the241

summation of their respective maximum real load power of heat pipes in different boards. It can be242

represented as f(X) = max
j=1,2,...,NN

hp

PhpN

j + max
j=1,2,...,NS

hp

PhpS

j , where N and S denote the north and243

south board, respectively.244
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2.2.4 Formulation of the HCLO model245

With the aforementioned definition of design variables, constraints and objective, the HCLO model246

can be formulated as follows:247 

find X

min f(X) = max
j=1,2,...,Nhp

Php
j

s.t.



g1(X) =

Nc−1∑
i=0

Nc∑
j=i+1

∆Vij ≤ 0

g2(X) = |yc − ye| − δye ≤ 0

g3(X) =

Nc∑
i=1

|max (di, 0)| ≤ 0

g4(X) = Php
j ≤ Php

max ∀j = 1, 2, ..., Nhp

(7)

.248

Let us investigate this problem more deeply from the view of optimization. First, the dimension249

of design variables varies twice with the number of components, easily making the HCLO problem250

a large-scale one. Second, despite a few constraint types, the number of constraints that need to be251

satisfied behind is huge. For example, the non-overlapping constraint requires that any two objects252

need to be prevented from the intersection, thus including Nc(Nc + 1)/2 specific non-intersection253

constraints if Nc components are placed in one layout domain. Besides, the feasible region of design254

space is quite small as constraints can scarcely be satisfied at the same time in most randomly255

generated layout schemes. When one component translates in some direction for the non-intersection256

purpose with another one, it is possible to cause intrusion with the third one or violate the valid heat257

pipe-occupation rule. The complexity of constraints further makes this problem intractable. Third,258

by seeing the objective regardless of design variables and constraints, the HCLO problem is a kind259

of combinatorial optimization. There may exist two or more distinct component layout schemes260

with the same objective value, displaying the feature of multimodal optimization. For example,261

exchanging positions of components 1 and 2 in Figure 2 will not change the objective. In a word, the262

proposed HCLO case is a continuous constrained multimodal single-objective optimization problem263

with great complexity.264

3 An ILP-assisted Two-stage Layout Optimization Method265

To deal with the complex HCLO problem, there are two classes of optimization approaches that can266

possibly work in general. One is global optimization based on population-based evolutionary algo-267

rithms, and the other is local optimization represented by gradient algorithms. Population-based268

evolutionary algorithms show their unique advantages in searching for global optimal component269

placement than local optimization techniques. Therefore, many works on efficient layout optimiza-270

tion algorithms [1, 2, 6, 17] have been conducted to improve the satellite layout design. However,271

when faced with this new layout case, current layout optimization algorithms do not perform well272
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Figure 3: The illustration of an ILP-assisted two-stage layout optimization method

in either efficacy or efficiency or both due to problem complexity. In addition, the high dimension273

that may be encountered in engineering cases brings more challenges to design efficiency and result274

diversity. Overall, the optimization randomness and the low convergence rate greatly hamper the275

application of evolutionary algorithms in engineering practice unless more sophisticated and robust276

algorithms are proposed.277

Through more careful analysis, it is surprisingly found that the HCLO problem can be divided278

into two optimization subproblems which can be figured out subsequently. The first one is to279

determine the component-heat pipe distribution relationship without taking the non-overlapping280

constraint into account, thereby leading to a component-heat pipe distribution optimization task.281

By arranging components in proper heat pipes, the maximum real load power of heat pipes can be282

minimized first, which is the HCLO objective. The other one is to perform the detailed component283

layout optimization with minimizing system centroid deviation based on the resolved component-284

heat pipe allocation, thus generating the final layout design scheme. It should be noticed that heat285

pipes actually define the component distribution in the x-axis direction (horizontally) while the286

static stability constraint requires a proper vertical distribution to obtain a satisfied y-axis system287

centroid. Based on this divide-and-conquer idea, an ILP-assisted two-stage layout optimization288

method is proposed as illustrated in Figure 3.289

3.1 Stage one: ILP-based component-heat pipe distribution optimization290

In this section, an integer linear programming (ILP) model is implemented to perform the component-291

heat pipe distribution optimization. The task is to determine which heat pipe(s) one component292

should be placed on top of to minimize heat pipes’ maximum total dissipated power. We repre-293

sent the occupation state of each heat pipe by one component using binary variables cij ∈ {0, 1}294

where i denotes the component index and j means the heat pipe index. When component i295

crosses over heat pipe j, cij = 1. Otherwise, cij = 0. When one component occupies nhp
i heat296

pipes simultaneously, variables should satisfy that cik = ci(k+1) = ... = ci(k+nhp
i −1) = 1 while297

cij((j < k)∪ j > (k+ nhp
i − 1)) = 0. However, it is very hard to define this constraint using a linear298

mathematical expression, which is not acceptable for ILP formulation. To handle this problem, we299
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further define the reference heat pipe that one component occupies as the minimum index of all heat300

pipes that it occupies, and thus the rest of the heat pipes can be inferred easily by its occupation301

number nhp
i . Based on this, another kind of auxiliary binary variable (0/1) eij is introduced to302

describe whether one heat pipe is chosen as the reference one. Then the linear constraint
∑

j eij = 1303

can uniquely determine which heat pipes component i is placed on top of as long as nhp
i is given.304

Therefore, the component-heat pipe distribution optimization can be formulated as:

min Z (8)

s.t.
∑
j

eij = 1 ∀i (8a)

cik =
∑
j

Mi,jkeij ∀i, k (8b)

∑
i

hicik ≤ Hmax ∀k (8c)

∑
i

Pi

nhp
i

cik ≤ Php
max ∀k (8d)

∑
i

Pi

nhp
i

cik ≤ Z ∀k (8e)

eij , cik ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k

1 ≤ i ≤ Nc, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nhp − nhp
i + 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nhp

To avoid using maximum operation in ILP formulation (8), the original objective function f(X) =305

maxk P
hp
k is equivalently modified as Z with adding constraint (8e) at the same time. It is because306

that if we have constraint (8e) satisfied, it can be easily verified that f(X) ≤ Z. When Z get its307

optimum, it must be Zmin = maxk P
hp
k .308

Apart from (8e), there are another three kinds of constraints that need to be satisfied. Constraint309

(8a) defines that each component can only be placed in one reference heat pipe. After introducing the310

reference heat pipe representation, it is a necessary step to construct a linear transformation between311

eij and cij . Therefore, linear constraint (8b) is formulated to realize the purpose by introducing a312

transformation matrix Mi with size of (Nhp−nhp
i +1)×Nhp for component i, where nhp

i consecutive313

elements in each row are 1 and the others are 0. Each row of Mi differs and represents one candidate314

component-heat pipe occupation scheme. The matrix M of one component only depends on the315

number of its occupied heat pipes nhp
i . For example, when nhp

i = 2 in a layout domain with five316

heat pipes, the matrix M can be written as:317

M =


1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1


4×5

(9)

In this example, if we denote ei = (ei1, ei2, ei3, ei4) and ci = (ci1, ci2, ci3, ci4, ci5), we can obtain that318
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ci = ei · Mi. If ei = (0, 1, 0, 0), we can easily get ci = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0), which is the second row of319

Mi. It means that this component is placed on top of the 2nd and 3rd heat pipe. Note that this320

transformation matrix is well-prepared for each component before performing ILP.321

The last constraint (8e) is used to define vertical length capacity constraint, which requires that322

the summation of the height hi of components that are placed on one heat pipe cannot exceed the323

maximum allowable height Hmax due to the length limitation of heat pipes. Usually, this maximum324

allowable height is set as the height of the layout domain.325

Notice that the variable nhp
i should be predetermined properly to ensure the linearity of con-326

straints. The possible values of nhp
i of one component, which usually includes two candidates at327

most, depend on the width of the component and the distribution of heat pipe. To minimize the328

objective for better heat dissipation, it is desirable that the generated heat of one component should329

be distributed on as many heat pipes as possible.330

3.2 Stage two: SeqLS-based heuristic layout search method331

In this stage, the non-overlapping constraint and the centroid deviation constraint are two major332

considerations to be balanced. From this perspective, we propose an efficient SeqLS-based heuristic333

layout search method. It includes three main parts, which are the sequence layout sampling (SeqLS)334

procedure, the heuristic component swap operation, and the gradient-based layout search. The335

non-overlapping constraint is taken into account first and the SeqLS method is utilized to actively336

generate constraint-satisfying layout samples. Then to approach the zero centroid deviation as much337

as possible, a heuristic component swap operation is designed. After performing the above two steps,338

the layout candidate maintains a small constraint violation to a maximum extent and can be seen339

as a promising initial guess to conduct gradient-based search for the final layout solution in the last340

step. In the following, each part will be introduced in detail.341

3.2.1 Sequence layout sampling (SeqLS) method342

The main idea of the SeqLS method [18] is to sequentially add components in a layout area in a343

certain order and place each component randomly within its currently feasible layout area.344

However, when applying the SeqLS method to the HCLO problem, two points need to be ad-345

justed:346

(1) When determining the component placement area from the layout area, not only the boundary347

of the layout area but also the intersection relationship between the component and the heat pipe348

determined by stage one needs to be considered.349

(2) The order in which the components are placed needs to be defined according to the problem350

rather than a random order. For example, the placement order can be determined according to the351

height or area of the components, increasing the success rate of generating a feasible layout.352

The advantage of the SeqLS method is that a large number of valid samples can be collected353

efficiently. It can aggressively combine non-overlapping constraints with the layout sampling process.354

Moreover, the method can satisfy the randomness of sampling in the feasible layout space to ensure355

that any feasible layout can be obtained.356
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the component swap operation when the real centroid is smaller
than the expected centroid.

3.2.2 Heuristic component swap operation357

The goal of the entire stage two is to obtain valid samples that satisfy both the centroid constraint358

and the non-overlapping constraint based on the relationship between components and heat pipes359

determined in stage one. After the non-overlapping samples are obtained by the SeqLS method, these360

samples can be directly put into the optimization algorithm aiming at the expected centroid to obtain361

a layout that meets the requirements. However, as the initial value of the optimization algorithm,362

these generated samples have strong randomness, which will increase the difficulty of optimization363

and even fail to find qualified results. Consider that the initial value input into the optimization364

algorithm seriously affects the performance of the optimization. So we propose a heuristic component365

swap operation to act on the layouts generated by the SeqLS method. The purpose is to obtain366

the layout samples with the centroid closer to the expected centroid as the initial value of the367

optimization algorithm to improve the efficiency and success rate of the optimization.368

The core of the heuristic component swap operation consists of two steps. First, randomly select369

a heat pipe in an area to determine whether there is room for adjustment of the order of components370

on this heat pipe. Then, if there is room for adjustment, swapping the positions of the components371

with higher mass and those with lower mass in the expected centroid direction. For example, as372

shown in Figure 4, if the real centroid is smaller than the expected centroid, then the actual centroid373

is expected to move up. So the swap operation is that a component with a larger mass needs to374

swap positions with a component with a lower mass located above it on the same heat pipe. If the375

components on the randomly selected heat pipe are arranged in descending order of mass, it means376

that there is no room for adjustment of this heat pipe. When the centroid of the layout after the377

swap operation crosses the range of the expected centroid, the swap operation is stopped.378

It is worth noting that the layout obtained after adopting the component swap operation may not379

satisfy the non-overlapping constraint. However, this is not the focus of component swap operation.380

As long as a layout that matches the expected centroids as much as possible is found, the non-381

overlapping constraint can be solved by the local gradient search algorithm.382
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Algorithm 1: SeqLS-based heuristic layout search method
Input:
Component-heat pipe distribution scheme obtained in stage one, the expected centroid ye
Output:
Final layout design scheme

1 Update the coordinate range of components based on the result of stage one
2 Generate one non-overlapping layout sample using the SeqLS method
3 flag = 1
4 while flag do
5 if There is room for centroid improvement then
6 Randomly select one heat pipe for swap operation
7 Swap positions of components for smaller centroid deviation
8 if Real centroid spans expected centroid range then
9 flag = 0

10 end
11 else
12 flag = 0
13 end
14 end
15 Perform SQP based on the current layout solution
16 Evaluate the centroid of the optimized layout scheme yc
17 if |yc − ye| − δye ≤ 0 then
18 Return the final layout design scheme
19 else
20 Restart this layout search process
21 end

3.2.3 Gradient-based layout search method383

Compared with the layout generated by the SeqLS method, the layout obtained using the component384

swap operation may not satisfy the non-overlapping constraint, but it tend to meet the centroid385

constraint. The non-overlapping constraint is a problem that gradient-based search algorithms are386

good at. So using the component swap operation to get a layout can be seen as a better initial value387

for the search method. Moreover, this initial layout is conducive to finding the final layout more388

efficiently.389

According to the characteristics of the problem, this paper chooses to use sequential quadratic390

programming (SQP) as the gradient-based layout search algorithm. The optimization variables391

are the coordinates of components, and the minimization objective is the centroid deviation. The392

range of optimization variables is determined by the positional relationship between components393

and heat pipes determined by stage one. At the same time, the non-overlapping constraints between394

components must be satisfied.395

The entire algorithm flow of stage two is shown in Algorithm 1.396
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Figure 5: The illustration of the 15-component layout case

4 Case Study397

In this section, two layout design cases, including one simple layout example and one DFH-4 bus-398

like layout case, are studied to demonstrate the validity and efficacy of the proposed ILP-assisted399

two-stage layout optimization method.400

4.1 Case 1: A 15-component layout example401

In this numerical example, a simple layout system involving 15 heat-generating components is inves-402

tigated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed layout design method. As shown in Figure 5,403

one layout design scheme is prepared manually for reference, and 15 components are required to be404

placed within one layout domain, which is denoted by the red rectangle. The location range of this405

layout domain is [100, 900] in the x-axis direction and [25, 475] in the y-axis direction. Hence, the406

size of this domain is 800×450. There are six heat pipes, of which the widths are 30 mm, embedded407

in this layout area to spread the heat generated by components. Each heat pipe has a maximum408

load power of 60 W, that is, Php
max = 60 W. The center position coordinate of the first heat pipe in409

the x-axis direction is 203.57 mm, and the center interval distance between two adjacent heat pipes410

is 118.57 mm. The size (width w and height h), mass m, heat power P of 15 layout components to411

be arranged are displayed in Table 1. The last column in this table lists the number of heat pipes412

that one component should occupy nhp
i . As can be seen, component 11 can occupy two or three heat413

pipes simultaneously according to its width and the positions of heat pipes. To dissipate heat more414

evenly and minimize the objective, we set nhp
11 = 3. Components 6, 7, 9, and 13 are predetermined to415

be placed on top of two heat pipes simultaneously, while the rest of components can only occupy one416

heat pipe according to the valid heat pipe-occupation rule. The expected y-axis centroid coordinate417

is set as ye = 325 mm and the permissible maximum deviation is set as δye = 5 mm.418

Based on the setups mentioned above, an ILP-assisted two-stage layout optimization method can419

be performed to search for the optimal layout solution. In the first stage, the ILP model for this420

case can be easily established, where Hmax = 450 mm and Php
max = 60 W. Then OR-Tools [19], a421
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Table 1: Characteristics of 15 layout components in case 1

No. w(mm) h(mm) m(kg) P (W) nhp
i

1 45 150 4.6 10.5 1
2 60 60 6.3 25 1
3 125 46 6.6 18 1
4 60 60 6.3 25 1
5 45 150 4.6 10.5 1
6 160 85 10 28 2
7 180 78 8 25 2
8 74 105 5 10 1
9 160 75 7 30 2
10 103 83 5.5 5 1
11 286 75 2 34 3
12 74 105 5 10 1
13 160 75 7 30 2
14 100 60 3.5 15 1
15 100 60 3.5 15 1

Table 2: The obtained component-heat pipe distribution scheme in case 1

Heat Pipe No. Component No. Php
j (W)

1 (3, 9, 13) 48.0
2 (6, 9, 10, 13) 49.0
3 (2, 6, 12) 49.0
4 (1, 4, 11) 46.8
5 (7, 8, 11, 14) 48.8
6 (5, 7, 11, 15) 49.3

∗ Php
j denotes the total load power of the jth heat pipe.

portable open-source software suite for combinatorial optimization developed by Google, is utilized422

to construct the ILP problem with Python, and the open-source linear programming solver SCIP is423

selected. In the second stage, the termination condition of SQP is that the iteration number reaches424

the predefined maximum iteration limit Gmax = 300. The optimization is conducted using a laptop425

computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10710U CPU @ 1.10 GHz and 16.00 GB RAM.426

By performing ILP with SCIP, the theoretical optimal component-heat pipe distribution scheme427

with Zmin = 49.3 is obtained in a short running time (around 35 seconds in our environment). The428

optimal distribution scheme is presented in Table 2, where Php
j denotes the total load power of the429

jth heat pipe. The maximum total load power is 49.3 W in the 6th heat pipe. Note that there are430

actually 32 optimal distribution solutions that maintain the same minimum objective value (49.3431

W), which demonstrates the multimodal property of the HCLO problem. Only one is displayed for432

validation and then provided to stage two for detailed component layout optimization to get the433

final layout design.434

In stage two, the optimization is modeled as minimizing the centroid error to satisfy the non-435

overlapping constraint and component-heat pipe overlapping constraint simultaneously. The component-436
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Figure 6: Two intermediate layout schemes obtained in stage two in case 1. (a) The non-overlapping
layout scheme generated by the SeqLS method (yc = 244.4 mm) (b) The layout scheme generated
by swap operation (yc = 266.6 mm)
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Figure 7: The optimal layout solution of case 1 (yc = 325.0 mm)

heat pipe distribution scheme determines which heat pipes one component should be placed on,437

thereby restricting the movement range of one component in the x-axis direction. By incorporat-438

ing the resolved distribution result in stage one, the location range of components is updated first.439

Following the algorithm process of stage two, we then generate one feasible layout scheme with no440

overlap existing as shown in Figure 6(a), of which its y-axis centroid is yc = 244.4 mm. Notice441

that the desired value of layout ye is 325 mm. Hence, swap operation needs to be used to vertically442

change the relative position relationship to approach the expected centroid as much as possible.443

During this step, swap operation stops until no exchange of any two components may improve the444

objective, and the layout scheme displayed in Figure 6(b) is obtained with its centroid yc = 266.6445

mm. Finally, the optimal layout design shown in Figure 7 is realized by performing SQP-based local446

gradient search with yc = ye = 325.0 mm. This layout example clearly validates the feasibility and447

effectiveness of the proposed two-stage layout design method.448
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Table 3: The ablation comparison of the SeqLS-based heuristic layout search algorithm in case 1

Method Number of Initial Solutions Number of Successful Solutions Success Rate (%)
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

Random∗ 50 3 7 6 10.67
SeqLS† 50 17 13 26 37.33
Ours‡ 50 36 45 44 83.33

∗ Random means that initial solutions are generated randomly in its given range.
† SeqLS denotes that initial solutions are generated by the SeqLS method without swap operation.

‡ Ours represents that initial solutions are generated by applying the SeqLS method and swap operation.

Furthermore, to illustrate the superiority of the SeqLS-based layout search algorithm, an ablation449

study is investigated. For convenient comparison, the same number of initial layout solutions are450

provided for gradient search, and final successful layout designs are counted for getting the layout451

success rate. There are three main algorithm modules: SeqLS generation, swap operation, and SQP452

search. Two methods are prepared according to whether to apply the first two modules. The first453

method for providing initial solutions is based on pure random generation without considering the454

non-overlapping constraint. It means that the SeqLS method and swap operation are not utilized.455

The second method is taken as the SeqLS generation, whereas the swap operation is not performed.456

In our experiment, each method is allowed to apply the SQP search method 50 times, and three457

independent runs are performed to avoid contingency.458

The statistic results are given in Table 3. It can be observed that gradient search based on459

random initial solutions can rarely generate target layout designs whereas our method with the460

SeqLS method and swap operation can locate final optimal layout designs at the highest success rate.461

It can improve the algorithm performance only to apply the SeqLS generation for non-overlapping462

initial layout solutions to some extent. However, swapping components for a more close centroid463

to the expected one is also indispensable for a more robust local search, which is clearly illustrated464

from the figures in Table 3. All in all, the experimental results demonstrate the high robustness465

of the SeqLS-based layout search algorithm in stage two, which further verifies the feasibility and466

effectiveness of the two-stage optimization design method.467

4.2 Case 2: A 90-component layout example468

A DFH-4 bus-like layout design problem is constructed to further illustrate the effectiveness of the469

proposed two-stage layout optimization method. There are 90 components to be placed in two boards470

with the size of 2000 × 2000 mm. Half of them are allocated on the north board of the satellite471

payload bay, and the other half are arranged on the south board. The properties of 90 components472

in two side boards are provided in Table 4. Each board is divided into two layout domains, including473

the lower and upper part, which is represented using 1 and 2 for the north board, and 3 and 4 for474

the south board in Table 4. The size of the upper layout domain is 1800× 900 mm, and its center475

position coordinate is (1000, 500) mm. The other domain has the same size while its location is476

symmetric about the axis y = 0 mm. It can be found that 22 components are restricted in the lower477

domain of each side board while 23 components are in the upper domain of each side board. Each478
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Figure 8: The non-overlapping layout scheme generated by the SeqLS method in case 2. (yc = 4.7
mm) (a) The layout of the north board (b) The layout of the south board

side board maintains 16 uniformly distributed heat pipes with the width whp = 30 mm and the479

maximum dissipation power Php
max = 120 W. The center x-axis coordinate of the first heat pipe is480

192.65 mm, and the interval between centers of two adjacent heat pipes is 107.647 mm. The target481

y-axis centroid coordinate is set as ye = 0 mm and the allowable maximum error is set as δye = 5482

mm.483

Based on the aforementioned setups, ILP based on SCIP solver using OR-Tools is performed484

for the first stage optimization. The maximum time limit of running SCIP is set as 60 seconds for485

an immediate solution to save the computational resource. In this stage, two boards are optimized486

separately since their thermal performance is independent of each other. However, two layout487

domains in one side board are considered simultaneously as heat pipes cross the entire board in the488

y-axis direction. Taking the north board for example, there are 45 components involving 1411 design489

variables and 829 linear constraints in the ILP formulation. It is a more difficult ILP problem than490

the 15-component layout case, so that the theoretical optimal can barely be identified in a short491

time. After one-minute running using SCIP, the best objective value falls down to 91.2 W, whereas492

the estimated theoretical optimal objective value is 89.3 W. The estimated gap of the best solution493

we found in one minute is only 2.1%. For the south board, it is figured out that the maximum494

total load power among heat pipes is minimized to 90.8 W, and the estimated gap of this solution495

is only 1.63%. It is a reasonable balance for engineering applications to obtain such a small-gap496

component-heat pipe distribution solution quickly. The specific distribution schemes of the two side497

boards are provided in Table 5.498

In the next stage, the component-heat pipe distribution scheme is incorporated firstly in the499

movement range of components, and then the SeqLS-based heuristic layout search algorithm is500

performed. As shown in Figure 8, the non-overlapping layout scheme is generated as the seed of501

the initial solution using the SeqLS method. Considering that its centroid yc = 4.7 mm > ye = 0502

mm, swap operation is utilized to exchange positions of some components to approach the target503

centroid. The layout scheme obtained by swap operation is plotted in Figure 9, where components504
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Table 4: Characteristics of 90 layout components in the north and south board in case 2

No. w(mm) h(mm) m(kg) P (W) nhp
i domain No. w(mm) h(mm) m(kg) P (W) nhp

i domain
1 220 220 10 42.5 2 1∗ 46 220 220 10 42.5 2 3‡
2 200 100 6.5 70 2 1 47 200 100 6.5 70 2 3
3 200 100 6.5 70 2 1 48 200 100 6.5 70 2 3
4 200 100 6.5 70 2 1 49 200 100 6.5 70 2 3
5 280 120 4.6 55 3 1 50 280 120 4.6 55 3 3
6 280 120 4.6 55 3 1 51 280 120 4.6 55 3 3
7 120 100 3 26 1 1 52 120 100 3 26 1 3
8 120 100 3 26 1 1 53 120 100 3 26 1 3
9 120 100 3 26 1 1 54 120 100 3 26 1 3
10 180 150 4 32 2 1 55 180 150 4 32 2 3
11 180 150 4 32 2 1 56 180 150 4 32 2 3
12 100 200 2.8 15 1 1 57 100 200 2.8 15 1 3
13 100 200 2.8 15 1 1 58 100 200 2.8 15 1 3
14 100 200 2.8 15 1 1 59 100 200 2.8 15 1 3
15 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 1 60 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 3
16 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 1 61 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 3
17 200 60 3 30 2 1 62 200 60 3 30 2 3
18 200 60 3 30 2 1 63 200 60 3 30 2 3
19 220 220 10 42.5 2 1 64 220 220 10 42.5 2 3
20 220 220 10 42.5 2 1 65 220 220 10 42.5 2 3
21 90 160 7.5 8 1 1 66 90 160 7.5 8 1 3
22 90 160 7.5 8 1 1 67 90 160 7.5 8 1 3
23 200 100 6.5 70 2 2† 68 200 100 6.5 70 2 4§
24 280 120 4.6 55 3 2 69 280 120 4.6 55 3 4
25 120 100 3 26 1 2 70 120 100 3 26 1 4
26 180 150 4 32 2 2 71 180 150 4 32 2 4
27 100 200 2.8 15 1 2 72 100 200 2.8 15 1 4
28 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 2 73 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 4
29 200 60 8 35 2 2 74 200 60 8 35 2 4
30 200 100 6.5 70 2 2 75 200 100 6.5 70 2 4
31 280 120 4.6 55 3 2 76 280 120 4.6 55 3 4
32 280 120 4.6 55 3 2 77 280 120 4.6 55 3 4
33 120 100 3 26 1 2 78 120 100 3 26 1 4
34 180 150 4 32 2 2 79 180 150 4 32 2 4
35 180 150 4 32 2 2 80 180 150 4 32 2 4
36 100 200 2.8 15 1 2 81 100 200 2.8 15 1 4
37 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 2 82 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 4
38 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 2 83 80 80 2.6 6.5 1 4
39 200 60 3 30 2 2 84 200 60 3 30 2 4
40 200 60 3 30 2 2 85 200 60 3 30 2 4
41 220 220 10 42.5 2 2 86 220 220 10 42.5 2 4
42 220 220 10 42.5 2 2 87 220 220 10 42.5 2 4
43 90 160 7.5 8 1 2 88 90 160 7.5 8 1 4
44 90 160 7.5 8 1 2 89 90 160 7.5 8 1 4
45 90 160 7.5 8 1 2 90 90 160 7.5 8 1 4

∗ 1 denotes the lower layout domain in the north board.
† 2 denotes the upper layout domain in the north board.
‡ 3 denotes the lower layout domain in the south board.
§ 4 denotes the upper layout domain in the south board.
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Table 5: The obtained component-heat pipe distribution scheme in case 2

Heat Pipe No.
North board South board

Component No. Php
j (W) Component No. Php

j (W)

1 (1, 4, 24, 35) 90.6 (55, 57, 62, 77, 78) 90.3
2 (1, 4, 24, 35) 90.6 (55, 62, 68, 77, 83) 90.8
3 (10, 11, 23, 24) 85.3 (68, 77, 80, 86) 90.6
4 (10, 11, 23, 41) 88.2 (49, 59, 80, 86) 87.2
5 (9, 15, 30, 41) 88.8 (46, 49, 54, 82) 88.8
6 (18, 22, 28, 30, 36, 43) 87.5 (46, 66, 70, 72, 74) 87.8
7 (2, 13, 18, 29, 44) 90.5 (47, 63, 69, 74) 85.8
8 (2, 17, 26, 29, 44) 90.0 (47, 61, 63, 69, 71) 90.8
9 (12, 16, 19, 26, 34, 45) 91.2 (53, 64, 67, 69, 71) 89.6
10 (6, 19, 27, 32, 34) 88.9 (50, 51, 58, 64, 79) 88.9
11 (5, 6, 14, 20, 32) 91.2 (50, 51, 79, 81, 84, 89) 90.7
12 (5, 6, 20, 32, 39) 91.2 (50, 51, 56, 65, 84) 88.9
13 (5, 16, 25, 31, 38, 39) 90.7 (56, 65, 75, 76) 90.6
14 (21, 31, 33, 40, 42) 88.6 (75, 76, 85, 87) 89.6
15 (3, 31, 40, 42) 89.6 (48, 76, 85, 87) 89.6
16 (3, 7, 8) 87.0 (48, 52, 60, 73, 88, 90) 90.0

∗ Php
j denotes the total load power of the jth heat pipe.

50, 59, and 65 are selected to make an exchange, and the system centroid becomes yc = −0.9 mm.505

Taking the layout shown in Figure 9 as the initial solution for SQP search, we can obtain the final506

best layout design displayed in Figure 10, of which the centroid yc = 0.0 mm is coincident to the507

expected one. From this experiment, it can be demonstrated again that the proposed ILP-assisted508

two-stage layout optimization method is feasible and effective.509
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Figure 9: The layout scheme obtained by swap operation in case 2. (yc = −0.9 mm) (a) The layout
of the north board (b) The layout of the south board
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Figure 10: The final best layout solution of case 2. (yc = 0.0 mm) (a) The layout of the north board
(b) The layout of the south board

5 Conclusion510

Originating from the layout design driven by the thermal performance of the DFH-4 satellite payload,511

the HCLO problem, as a kind of special component layout optimization, is proposed and formulated512

in this paper. By taking heat pipe-related performance and system mass characteristics into account,513

a mathematical model for the HCLO problem is established with the objective of minimizing the514

maximum total load power of heat pipes. With careful analysis, an ILP-assisted two-stage layout515

optimization method is proposed to deal with the HCLO problem for better satellite payload place-516

ment. In the first stage, the component-heat pipe distribution optimization task is constructed to517

minimize the objective of the HCLO problem and simultaneously satisfy heat dissipation capacity518

constraint and vertical length capacity constraint. Then ILP technique is used to perform the quick519

search. In the next stage, the detailed component layout optimization model is built to minimize520

system centroid deviation with meeting the non-overlapping constraint and component-heat pipe521
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overlapping constraint simultaneously. Then the SeqLS-based heuristic layout search algorithm,522

including SeqLS generation, swap operation, and SQP search, is proposed in stage two to conduct523

the optimization based on the result of stage one. Two layout test cases are studied, and results524

have verified the validity and efficacy of the proposed two-stage layout design method. It is very525

promising to apply such an effective approach to generate satellite payload placement solutions for526

reference in engineering practice.527
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